
Sansel M Colak 
43, Victorian Grove, London, N16 8EJ                   Mobile: 07572419791                  Email:  Sansel2012@hotmail.co.uk  

EDUCATION 

 
LLB Law, Queen Mary, University of London (1st expected)                                                                                                    2019-2022 

Modules include: Criminal Law, Family Law, International Human Rights Law, Criminology, Intellectual Property Law 

 

Stoke Newington School & Sixth Form, London                                                                                                                        2012-2019  

A Levels: History (A), Chemistry (A), Biology (A) 

AS Level: Psychology (B) 

10 GCSEs including English Literature (9). Five A*s, three As, two Bs. 

 

LEGAL WORK EXPERIENCE  

 
Mini Pupillage, 187 Fleet Street Chambers                                                                                                                                   July 2018 

• Shadowed various barristers on their individual cases in courts for one week. 

• Skim read through numerous cases, discussing the available courses of action with the barristers. 

• Met with opposing council before trial, learning how court proceedings take place. 

• Solidified ambitions to a future career at the bar. 

 

Guney, Clark & Ryan Solicitors Office, London                                                                                                                             July 2016 

• Assisted in a solicitor’s office for two weeks.  

• Answered and accordingly directed phone calls at the front desk.  

• Independently digitalized cases of high importance using the scanner in the photocopier. 

• Chronologically filed and sorted through all police reports from the years 2010-2016 

• Wrote letters to clients using the firms pre-existing templates. 

 

OTHER WORK EXPERIENCE  

 
Ozlem Restaurant, London                                                                                                                                                             2015-2016 

• Waitressed for over one year. 

• Spoke fluent Turkish when serving customers which aided in taking their orders comfortably for both parties involved 

and building relationships when customers had difficulty speaking English.  

• Resolved any complaints customers may have had with their food or seating by suggesting other items on the menu or 

moving them to different seats. 

• Answered customers questions on specific Muslim cultural holidays such as ‘Eid’, providing historical background and 

reasoning for seasonal dishes. 

 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVTIES AND INTERESTS 

 
Mooting: George Hind Moot 2020 
• Mooting utilises all the research and advocacy skills taught during my law degree and puts them into practical effect.  
• Addressing the judge and often summarising the case, then actively arguing for the appellant or respondent using case 

law to back up my points and provide legal reasoning has given me more confidence in legal advocacy.  
• As lead appellant I introduced both mine and my junior appellant’s claims and ensured my argument was sufficiently 

clear and structured so that my junior appellant had no difficulty leading into their following argument.  
• Answering judicial intervention as clearly and succinctly as possible while ensuring I have enough time to finish my claim 

has improved both my ability to react and address problems on the spot, and my time-management during speeches.  
 

Sports: Muay Thai (Martial Art) 

• I have been practising 3-4 times a week for four years now. Requires a lot of perseverance, good teamwork is necessary 

in the high-pressure environment in order to learn how to implement the techniques in the most time effective way. 

• Started competing in 2020. Focusing only on my opponent and the feedback my coach shouts when in the ring, despite 

the crowds of people watching and cheering, has greatly improved my confidence in front of an audience and ability to 

work under pressure. 
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